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We have located a typesetting error in our recent publica-
tion in BMC Bioinformatics 2005,6:224 [1].

Although the error is quite minor (l' = l has been miswrit-
ten as l' ∈ L), it occurs in the central Definition 3 in the
paper, and is also pasted into subsequent example code
(both error sites on p.7, right column).

This error unfortunately looks mathematically plausible,
although it is in contradiction with the given verbal expla-
nations.

The corrected Definition 3 now reads as:

Definition 3 (Product operation on evaluation algebras)
Let M and N be evaluation algebras over Σ. Their product
M***N is an evaluation algebra over Σ and has the func-
tions

fM***N ((m1, n1)...(mk, nk)) = (fM (m1,...,mk), fN(n1,...,nk))
for each f in Σ,

and the objective function

hM***N([(m1, n1)...(mk, nk)]) = [(l, r)|

l ∈ L,

r ← hN([r'|(l', r') ← [(m1, n1)...(mk, nk)], l' = l])],

where L = hM ([m1,...,nk]).
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